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Development of明Tide冨AreaRadiation Monitor Using an Optical Fiber 
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明Tehave developed a m巴thodfor radiation dis住ibutionmeasurem巴ntby combining an optical fib巴，rofwave副leng白
shiれtypewith plastic scintillators， and studied its properties to apply as a wide-area radiation moniωr. The detecωr 
employs two photomu1tipliers in both ends of the fib巴，randlocaぉsthe radiation position by using the difference of light 
arrival tim巴仕omscintillators. 

W巴 testedthe de舵ctorwith gamma-rays and neutrons concerning with出eposition-r邸 ponseand pulse-height re“ 

spons巴ofthedet巴ctor.From出eexperim巴nt，we confirm巴dthe prop己'Ioperation of白ed巴tectorand position response 
with spatial resolution of 30-60 cm. 
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1. Introduction 

Measurement of spatia1 distribution of radiation is required 
to confirm出esafety and proper operation of nuc1ear facil-
ities， i.巴.， nuc1ear reactors， accel巴rators，nuc1ear fuel plants， 

and fusion study facilities. It is desirable to measure the radi-
ation distribution in rea1 time. A means of spatia1 distribution 
is divided into two categories. One is distributing many ra-
diation detectors separately. In仕lIscase， a large number of 
detectors and electronic devic巴s，四dth巴r巴forea large capital 
invl巴stmentis req凶red2).3)官leother one is using position sen-

sitive detectors to measure radiation intensity in each point. 
Byusing出巴positionsensitiv巴detector，it is expected白紙白e

m巴asurementc組 b巴doneover a wide-area in rea1 time wi白
a relatively simple system. In particular，由巴useof optica1 or 
scintillating fiber will be useful b巴causeit provides informa-
tion not only on由巳positionof radiation enlIssion but also on 
白巴typeof radiation組 denergy.

In白issωdy， we have studied a method of radiation distri-

bution measurement by combining an optical fiber with plastic 

scintillators， and studied its proper匂rto apply as a wide-area 
radiation monitor such as radiation area monitor or b巴amloss
monitor for accelerators. In白ismethod， s巴vera1scintillators 

are plac巴daround血巴 locationof interest and th巴iroutputs 
are led to a wavelength-shift fiber coupled to two multipliers 

in bo出巴nds‘ Fromthe difference of light arrival time to血巴

photomultipliers and白巴magnitudeof the signal， we know th巴
positions and light intensiti巴sof位leradiation. 

In白ismethod， we can vary the sensitivities and位leselec-

tivity of radiation types by changing the scintillator type and 
its size. Further， by using出巴 combination，the sensitivity for 
白巴radiationwill be higher血回出ecas巴ofusing scintillating 

fibers a10ne owing to large size of the scintillator. 

II. Prindple of wide圃 arearadiation monitor 

A schematic view of白巴 detectoris shown in Figure 1. 

Several scintillators are placed inthe location of interest and 
their light outputs are lead to a wavelength-shift fib巴rcoupled
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to two photo-multipli巴rtubes in both ends. 
wh巴nradiations enter and interact with仕lescintillators， 

g巴neratedscintillation photons go to both ends of the fib巴r，
and the arriva1 time diffl巴rencein both ends of血巴曲目 pro-

vides the information on which scintil1ator is lighting. 

Fig. 1 Principle of wide“紅巳aradiation monitor 

百lefiber outputs are connected to photo-multiplier tubes 

(PMT) (Hamamatsu H1949 assembly)， constanHraction diシ
crinlInators (CFD)， and time-to・amplitudeconvert巴rs(TAC). 
R弓1巴n白巴radiationsar巴incid巴nton出escintillator placed x m 

from白estartPMT，出edifferenc巴oflight arrival time to both 
photomultipliers is giv巴nby

ムt={(L-x)/v十 Td}-x/vニ (L-2x)/υ+勾， (1) 

百lerefore，

x = {V(Td ムt)十 L}/2， (2) 

wh巴re，v :velocity of light in由巴負ber，L:length of optical fiber， 

and Td:delay time. 
The present det配 torhas出.efollowing advantages which 

are inherent in detectors using an optica1 fiber; 

1. light mass， compact， and flexible structure， 

2. suitability for wide-area monitoring， 
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3. tolerance to el巴ctromagneticfield owing to the utilization 
of light signal. 

In addition， the detector can measure radiation distribution 
continuously over a wide area. 

ID. Coupling of fiber witb scintillator 

In出iss加dy，位lefib巴ris coupled with the scintill且tor8
through a hole in the scintillator1) as shown in Figure 2， 
四 dphotons巴mittedin出escintillators are transmitted into 
出efiber. To improve th巴 lighttransmission， w巴 used証

wav巴leng白-sl註ftfiber (WS町 foran optica1 fib巴:rcoupled to 
the scinti1lators. WSF absorbs lights and th巴nre-巴mitslights 
with different wavelength to 471" solid阻 gl巴. By using WSF， 
出巴refore，the 仕組smissione飴ciencyof photons from the 
scintillator b巴comeshigher compared wi白出巴 useof norma1 
optical fibers. 

In出issωdy， NE102A plastic scintillators旦ndBCF-92 
WSF (Bicron) wぉ used.Figurl母3shows the wavelengths of 
the lights ernittβd企omNE 102A， and the absorption and emis-
sion efficiency of BCF・92.百lepeak of light企omNE102Ais
且round423 nm which is close to the wavelength of absorption 
ofBCF92 about 410 nm. Th巴refore，the transrnission efficierト
cies of the scintillationlight且rehigh for this combination. 

Besides， by ch組 gingth巴 scintil1ator匂peand its size， it 
is possible to vary the sensitivities and selectivity of radia-

tion iYpe喧.Further by using白ecoupling， the sensitivities for 
the radiation can be higher than the case of using scintillating 
fibers alone owing to the larger size of the scintillator. Actu-
ally， scintillators are covered with tefion and aluminum case 
for light shading and light conuectors紅巴 jOIntedto出eend 
of WSF to connect出巴 plasticfibers. By the way， a detector 

module is fabricated for fiexible uti1izatioll. 

Fig. 2 Coupling of scilltillators with fiber 

n乙 Expe.rimentand result 

Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the scintillator and 
WSF used in出isexperim巴nt.The scintillator was a rectan-
gular parallelepiped on巴wi出 aTeflon coating.百lefiber was 
5.5 mlong組 d1 mm ill diameter. By challging the positions 
of sCIntillators along the fiber， we measm巴dthe position re-
sponses of出edetector for gamma-rays from a 137 Cs source 

and 15 MeV neutrons.4) The pulse-height response was a1so 
s加diedto find the optimum op巴ratingcondition of the detec-

tor. 

WAVELENGτH [nmJ 

Fig.:3 Comparison of wavelengths 

Plastic Scintillator 

(NE1 02A) 
選Ief1(m~Q唄t泡g

Wavelength Shift 

Fiber(BCF“92) 

Fig.4 A siz芯 of白巴scintillatorand fiber 

1. PuIse h.eight distribution for 22Na gamma-ray 

Figure 5 shows a pulse height distribution of the detec-
tor for 22Na gamma-rays (0.511阻 d1.27 MeV) detected by 
NE102A coupled directly to the PMT.τwo Compton edges 
ar巴 shownapparelltly. On the other hand， as shown in F福岡
I.lre 6 no peaks can be seen if白eWSF is inserted between 
scintil1ator姐 dPMT.As出ecause of出is1088 of pulse-height 
information，出巴 followingprocesses may be concem: 

1. attelluation of lights between由escilltill且t01' and the 
WSF， 

2. shift of light wavelength in WSF， and 

3. transportation of shift巴dlight along白巴負ber.

2. Pulse height distribu姐00for 15 MeV neutrons 

Figure 7 shows the pulse height distributions for 15 MeV 
neutrons with WSF of 1 m to 5 m 企om仕lestart PMT. ln也e
case of 1 m， an edge-like structure can be seen around 3，000 
chann巴1，but 8uch structure disappears at 5 m. As the trans-
portation length becomes longer，白epulse height distribution 
was deteriorating， which suggests that the main cause of the 
108S of pulse-height information is in出eattenuation in the 
fi ber itself. 

官leres叫tsof IV 1. and IV2. indicate the pulse-height re-
sponse of the det巴ctoris not as good as expected to device 
position information， if WSF is insert己dbetween scintillators 
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3. Positiol1 respol1se for gamma-ray 

By using a 137 Cs gamma-ray source， position response was 
measur，巴din 1 m step企om1 to 5 m.間gur，邑 8shows the re瞬

su1t ofth巴respons巴test圃 Fivepeaks are clearly observed cor“ 

responding to the scintillator position. A position r巴solution
wωabout 60 cm becaus巴仕1巴timeresolution was 3.2 ns in 
FWHM for a 137 Cs source. (Cf. equ姐on(1)，(2)).

In也巴 fiber，lights are attenuatl巴dexponentia11y wi白血edis-
tanc巴.Because of the attenuation， counting rates for each peak 
were different and decreased with位ledistance企om位le8t紅t
PMT. The output light ofせleplastic scintillator for 661 keV 
gamma-ray 企om137 Cs is small， and then the m巴asurem巴nt

was done by setting a pulse height bias near也ethreshold of 
CFD. Correspondingly counting r丘tesfor each peak become 

smaller with吐ledistance from th巴startPMT.
官llSresolution was not 80 high. It is probably due to出e

attenuation and dispersion in tim巴ofscintillating photons dur-

ing由etransportation b巳tweenthe scintillator and白巴 fiberor 
within the fib巴ritself. 

Fi.g日間 10shows吐le[1巴sponsemeasured for two points si-

multaneously by the method shown in Figure 9.τ'wo peaks 
are observed clearly and血i8巴xperimentshows白atdetection 
in plural points could be possible. 

阻 dPMT.官lerefore，血ewid巴司ar巴aradiation monitor in出e
PD部開tconfiguration should employ也巴 time幽oιfiightinfor-

mation for position deteDmination in plac巴ofthe pu1se-height 
information. 
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Fig. 5 Pulse height dis凶butionof 22Na without WSF 
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Fig.6 Pulse height distribution of 22Na with羽rSF

Fig. 8 Position response for 137 Cs 

Fig.塑 Schematicview of 2 points detection 

4. Positiol1 response for 15 M品Tl1eutrons 

Figure 11 shows the position response of the detector for 
15 Me V neutrons obtained by the D田 Treactions using血eTo-

hoku University Dynamitron accelerator. For出ismeasure-

ment， the scintillator was moved in 1 m st巴pfrom 1 m to 5 m 
in白esam巴wayasthe experiment for 137 Cs gamma-ray. Five 

peaks were obs巴rv巴dclearly around each position. 

P腿15重量蹄昏igh量 [ch~車問除elJ]

Fig. 7 Pulse height distribution of 15 Me V neutrons with百7iTSF
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5. Detector response for five sdntiUators 

The above detector was extended to five scintillators and 
tested for 15 M巴Vneutrons. The results indicated the position 
response can be obtained reasonably so long as the counting 

rate is not too high to avoid chanc巴coincidencebetw巴entwo

PMTs 

Summary 

1. We have fabricated a position sensitive detector as血e
wide-紅巳aradiation monitor using a combination of scin-

tillators and WSF. By changing the size of th巴scintillator，
the sensitivity for radiations can be varied. Light甘阻日開

mission efficiency can be improved by using WSF. 
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2. We showed the radiation point can b巴knownfrom由e
difference of light arrival times (time-of fiight) to both 

ends of the fibers‘ 

Fig. 10 Response of two po泊tsd巴tection

3. From the above， the fiber det目 torcan be used as the 
wide司 arearadiation monitor， while there is a room of im-
provem巴nt.

For rea1ization of the monitor， the transmission 1巴ngthof 
出巴 lightsshould be made longer by using silica fibers whose 
attenuationlength is far longer than白紙 ofplasticfibers. Be司

自id田，せlereis possibi1ity to det巴cton1y n巴utronsby using a 
ZnS(Ag) scintil1ator and so on to make radiation identifica.司

tion. 

百leposition resolution improved to 40 cm probably be-
cause the light output for 15 MeV neutrons was about t聞
times as large as that for 137CS gamma-ray of 661 keV. Fur-
thermore， In contrast with the 137 Cs cas巴， the counting rates 

for白巴 neutronsare alrnost independ巴ntofthe position owing 
to high light output for 15 Me V neutrons and low pulse height 

bias. 
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Fig. 11 Position respons巴for15 MeVneutrons 
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